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The basic structure of our argument:

1. Given that we can reconstruct Capital in CT terms…

2. We can also define use -sets as logically constrained by the commodity form, rather than as 
something external to value logic

3. If this is possible, then “real abstraction” can be defined directly on labor-use sets, as logical 
restrictions of actual labour

4. If commodity use sets are part of the logical space, we can add a operation of 
resolution-abstraction to them, making intelligible the many ways in which labour-use can be 
“sliced” in production  (generalized theory of partial worker)

5. And we can also affirm that there are sets of parts of labour-use that are distinct from the bundle 
of employed labour-power (generalized theory of cooperation)



what is a “resolution”?

- language approach: resolutions as operational concepts to move from a domain of predication to one 
of another scale of analysis (ex: “pieces of wood” → “molecules”)

- categorical approach: resolution as endofunctors with certain commutative properties

- lattice theory approach: resolution as filters on infinite posets with certain unclear properties

- computational approach: resolution as iterational limit on a recursive fractal function

- fractal geometry approach: resolution as nondifferentiable paths in fractal space - paths that 
converge to incompatible limits

- type theoretical approach: resolution as sets of fibers whose elements are made indistinguishable 
from the perspective of a certain functional process.



what is an “atom”?

analytic condition: to discern a minimal predicate such that two things that fall under that predicate 
are indistinguishable

synthetic condition: an atomic predicate must allow for the localization of other predicates with 
regards to it, creating a network of compatible predicate-parts

material condition: such a network gathers not predicates themselves, but the parts of the world that 
were discerned through them



Attribute: set of possible predicates on parts of a world

Resolution: a determination of the base unit that establishes a form of measuring the world (attribute + 
synthetic characteristics)

Resolution-range: the set of possible resolutions that are accessible in a given world (attribute + 
synthetic+instrumental condition)

Scale-change: the case where the change in atomic resolution leads to a material synthesis of the world 
that does not preserve the minimal and maximal of the origin-world.

Layer-change: the case where the change in atomic resolution leads to a material synthesis of the 
world that adds information that is not accessible through mere predication, but which does not 
contradict the origin-world.
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How does this presentation fit into 
our general research project? 





Tools and method:
Category theory and new developments in 
mathematical and computational logic. etc

Point of view:
Organization, scale-sensitivity, relational models, 
complexity, etc.

Materials:
Social formations, continuity between political 
and economic forms

Focus:
The logic of value and capitalist valorization
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Point of view:
Organization, scale-sensitivity, relational models, 
complexity, etc.

Materials:
Social formations, continuity between political 
and economic forms

Focus:
The logic of value and capitalist valorization

Objective:
Theory of collective organization as experimental 
site for non-capitalist economies 
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The compositional 
point of view

A compositional interpretation 
to emergent effects

A “relativistic” theory of 
organization and cooperation

Conceptual language that 
the current presentation is 
based on

Debate around production, 
circulation and the role of 
technology in socialism

Additional connections with previous discussions about capitalism, predication and scale-sensitivity (Caron), the use of partitions 
as measure of complexity (Renzo), transformations to the measure of value across scales (Raquel)
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What is the underlying “conceptual 
grammar” that informs our 
approach to the topic?



The compositional point of view is simply the view that 
things of some type are made of other* things of the 
same type. In the case of commodities, every commodity 
is made of other commodities.

*for formal reasons, it is allowed to say a thing is made of itself, but this is the trivial case



The operational view (or categorical view) adds a key feature: the possible transformations of a thing 
determine a thing. Therefore, to study a “thing of some type” and its internal composition, is to study a certain 
collection of transformations.

There are two fundamental kinds of transformations of commodities: production and exchange. 
Compositionality then boils down to two facts: 

● If I can produce B from A and C from B, then I can produce C from A.
● If I can exchange A for B and B for C, then I can exchange A for C.



Composition is about both building things up and breaking them down. 

We don’t need to know all possible ways a thing is built up, because we can isolate the parts of it that 
are determined by certain conditions or constraints. We call this the method of logical restrictions. 

Example: we may not know all of the forces that act on a physical body, but we can talk about the 
effect of gravity.

Another example: we may not know all the uses of a commodity, but we know it can be used to make a 
chair.



The operational space (category) starts out as all 
possible transformations of objects. Commodities are, 
more broadly, useful in ways that do not necessarily  
preserve their commodity-form.

To apply the method of logical restrictions, we need a 
formal language that can specify constraints on 
transformations. This is the diagrammatic language of 
category theory.

In addition to the diagrammatic language, we can also 
form an internal language for certain special 
categories. Every statement in this internal language 
corresponds to a particular object of the category. This 
is called categorical semantics.

The internal language of a category might be 
insufficient to characterize a particular phenomenon or 
behavior. Then we can embed the category in a larger 
one.
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How do we conceive the “space of 
use” in a scale-sensitive way within 
our framework?



In the method of logical restrictions, everything lies in the 
strength of the constraints one can impose on the collection of 
all transformations. At the zero-level, commodities are an 
undifferentiated mass. 

If we constrain too little, we cannot capture the kinds of 
phenomenon which characterize the logic of capitalism (at 
least to the degree that Marx does).
If we constrain too much, we no longer have commodities and 
commodity-preserving maps. 

To explore the space of constraints is to understand the 
correct resolution to view each phenomenon. But resolutions 
are not only “for us” but also part of the way commodity 
production actually “sees” the world.

Credit: https://blbadger.github.io/julia-sets.html



To make a wooden pencil, I do not need particular wood 
from a particular tree, I need particular type of wood (e.g. 
cedar) whose terms (e.g. individual cedar 
wood-commodities) are indistinguishable from the 
perspective of the pencil making process.

To make wooden pencils profitably, I have to consider the 
cost of the wood and other materials, the cost of labour, 
land, distribution, permits… but I do not need to see what a 
worker in my pencil-making factory does in his free time. In 
other words, capitalism imposes a particular range of 
resolutions on the world.

They Live (1988)





< > < >

< > < >



∇(graphite) = graphite_1 x graphite_2 x graphite_3 … 
graphite_N

Δ(graphite) = pencil-graphite
Δ(wood) = pencil-wood
Δ(eraser) = pencil-eraser
Δ(labour) = pencil-labour
...
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What is the compositional 
approach to labour use and its 
resolution space? And what does it 
mean to construct a measure for 
labour?



Intrinsic definition of labour-power:

LP is 
(1) a commodity 
(2) that is not the output of a previous productive process
(3) being rather a fictive commodity 
(4) which is used in production 
(5) but reproduces itself outside of it

Intrinsic definition of private means of production:

MP is:
(1) a commodity
(2) that is the output of a previous productive process
(3) which implies it is made of other commodities
(4) which is used in production
(5) and reproduces itself inside of it

DEFINITION OF LABOUR-POWER

Compositional distinction between MP and LP:

The parts* of MP are all priced: those which went into its making are part of MP’s value, those which go into its use 
are part of the set of commodities bought by capitalists.

The  parts of LP are not all priced: it is not made of commodities and the commodities it does need are not 
purchased by the capitalist, and thus do not oscillate with labor use.

*Under currently productive resolutions



DEFINITION OF LABOUR-POWER

Compositionally, we must distinguish at least 
four layers to LP:

1) the set S that serves as the support set of LP

2) LPU as the fuzzy set of maps that go from 
commodities to S and/or from S to commodities

3) Concrete labour CL as the subset of LPU , 
made of parts that compose in transformative 
ways with MP in a productive process

4) Abstract labour AL as a subset of CL whose 
compositions with MP at least preserve the 
value of LP and MP in the product P



THE PRODUCTION PROCESS AS A SITE

If the value of LP is determined by LPMS , then 
the value of parts of LPU combined with parts 
of MP can exceed the value of LP itself. 

On the other hand, the value of parts of MP is 
already known, as these parts are the product 
of previous commodity production.



THE PRODUCTION PROCESS AS A SITE

This implies the possibility that non-priced 
parts of LPU be priced - and, more 
fundamentally, that we first establish a way 
for pricing parts of labour in general.



THE FORMING-INTO-VALUE OF LABOUR USE

DIALECTICAL DERIVATION OF 
MONEY-FORM

COMPOSITIONAL DERIVATION OF 
MONEY-FORM

COMPOSITIONAL DERIVATION
OF SOCIALLY NECESSARY LABOUR TIME

1) xA = yB
(particular)

2) xA = yB, zC, wD…
(formal universal)

3) yB, zC, wD… = xA
(concrete universal)

4) “social habit” 
+ formal use value

1) e(A,B)=p
(local equivalence)

2) A(x) = p
(A as predicate for commodities)

3) a(x) = p
(a as atom that makes up parts of A 
as well as of every commodity)

4) values of a are totally ordered
(support set of a needs to allow for 
total order of values)

1) accidental comparison between 
labours:
“A works like B to the p-degree”

2) expanded comparison:
“B works more like A, C works less 
like A, etc”

3) Socially necessary labour use:
“with regards to the way of working 
L, B is very L-like, C is less L-like, A 
is totally L-like”

4) Socially necessary labour time:
chronological time allows us to 
totally order the parts of labour



WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR

Coarse history of work songs:

1) Work songs as sense of community:
   rhythms and form of work inform possible musical structures

2) Work songs as means to make work more functional
   musical structure allows for coordination and measurement of labour

3) Work songs as means to resist subjection to labour
   exploration of alternative aspects of work songs and lyrics serving to 
   praise freedom from the discipline of labour

4) Work songs lose their function as machines organize productive rhythms - 
workers are silenced

5) Music during work-time as passive diversion from alienating condition
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AenBnjKhPPo&t=54


WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR

Works songs that measure labour time:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNTZLi1mUJA&t=420
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0AoVe3RIzY&t=995


WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR

Brazilian work song in Cacau 
plantation

Railworkers singing while working

Works songs as resistance to labour discipline

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL5F3EY7_lI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHJl7HOx-9o&t=266


WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR

Atom of labour use: 
steady pulse of song that corresponds to physical activity
Universal equivalent: 
call and response structure connects all workers
Weak homomerism: 
vocables adapt to mostly homogeneous subdivisions
Linear over circular time;
Songs do not repeat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dmDVg3aV38


WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR

The waulking song indexes parts of each worker’s activity to a common metric that allows them to (1) sync 
their activities in a more effective way, (2) measure length of the work journey, (3) assess quality of workers.
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WORK SONGS AND THE REAL ABSTRACTION OF LABOUR
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THE INVENTION OF THE CLOCK AND THE MEASURE OF LABOUR TIME

Atom of labour use
every action “takes time”, hence it 
is an atomic predicate
Universal equivalent: 
It is shared by all workers
Strong homomerism: 
temporal moments in chronological 
time are absolutely homomeric
Linear over circular time;
Totally independent variable from life cycles



THE INVENTION OF THE CLOCK AND THE MEASURE OF LABOUR TIME



1. Contextualization
2. The compositional point of view
3. The idea of resolution and resolution boxes
4. From labour use to labour time
5. Cooperation, manufacture and modern industry
6. From labour sites to cooperative novelty

How do the valorizing constraints 
of the production process induce a 
compositional logic on its labour 
parts?
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INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE SURPLUS LABOUR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-c8WG2GTaI


INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE SURPLUS LABOUR



“The combined working-day produces, relatively to an equal sum of isolated working-days, a greater 
quantity of use-values, and, consequently, diminishes the labour-time necessary for the production of a 
given useful effect. Whether the combined working-day, in a given case, acquires this increased productive 
power, because it (1) heightens the mechanical force of labour, or (2) extends its sphere of action over a 
greater space, or (3) contracts the field of production relatively to the scale of production, or at the 
critical moment (4) sets large masses of labour to work, or (4) excites emulation between individuals and 
(5) raises their animal spirits, or (6)  impresses on the similar operations carried on by a number of men 
the stamp of continuity and many-sidedness, or (7) performs simultaneously different operations, or (8) 
economises the means of production by use in common, or (9) lends to individual labour the character 
of average social labour whichever of these be the cause of the increase, the special productive power of 
the combined working-day is, under all circumstances, the social productive power of labour, or the 
productive power of social labour. This power is due to co-operation itself. When the labourer 
co-operates systematically with others, he strips off the fetters of his individuality, and develops the 
capabilities of his species”

Chapter 13, Capital Vol 1



“The labourer is the owner of his labour-power until he has done bargaining for its sale with the capitalist; 
and he can sell no more than what he has i.e., his individual, isolated labour-power. This state of things is 
in no way altered by the fact that the capitalist, instead of buying the labour-power of one man, buys that 
of 100, and enters into separate contracts with 100 unconnected men instead of with one. He is at liberty 
to set the 100 men to work, without letting them co-operate. He pays them the value of 100 independent 
labour-powers, but he does not pay for the combined labour-power of the hundred. Being independent 
of each other, the labourers are isolated persons, who enter into relations with the capitalist, but not with 
one another. This co-operation begins only with the labour-process, but they have then ceased to 
belong to themselves. On entering that process, they become incorporated with capital. As co-operators, 
as members of a working organism, they are but special modes of existence of capital. Hence, the 
productive power developed by the labourer when working in co-operation, is the productive power of 
capital. This power is developed gratuitously, whenever the workmen are placed under given 
conditions, and it is capital that places them under such conditions. Because this power costs capital 
nothing, and because, on the other hand, the labourer himself does not develop it before his labour belongs 
to capital, it appears as a power with which capital is endowed by Nature – a productive power that is 
immanent in capital.”

Chapter 13, Capital Vol 1



Labour time is a measure of value induced on parts individual 
labour-power (parts that can be divided between “equivalent” 
and “surplus” labour time). But surplus labour use can rely on 
the composition of parts of individual labours forming a set 
W of subsets of LPU that is not equivalent to the sum of 
individual labour use sets. In these cases, total “surplus 
labour time” - the amount of hours that were worked for free, 
which can be treated as an average per worker - should be 
treated as an indirect measure of an exploration of the total 
labour use set by the productive process. 

In our parlance, the exploration and combination of 
resolutions of labour and their indexing on value should be 
taken as two separate processes: the exploration of 
use-resolutions that allow for surplus labour-use and the 
mapping of this surplus onto priceable parts that can be 
measured by value in a totally ordered way.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE LABOURER



The movement from cooperation to manufacture and 
then to modern industry can be understood in these 
terms as a way to induce a value-measure on W itself - 
that is on total labour use, rather than on individual 
labourers. We can think of this passage as the 
establishment of a measure that objectivates the 
partially ordered structure of labour use:

1) Subjective cooperation (labourers as units):
At the level of immediate or accidental cooperation, 
only labourers are concrete objects, their relations are 
not. The structure of collective work only appears as 
the local evaluation of what is common to two or more 
concrete and particular workers.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE LABOURER



2) Objective cooperation  (skilled actions as units):
Though the collective worker still has no concrete 
existence, it serves as the standpoint from which the parts 
of the labour process are defined - the structure of 
manufacture is that of a total work process and each 
labourer becomes a “detail worker” predicated by the 
specific task one accomplishes. It is the collective worker 
that is decomposed into these parts, which are therefore 
connected regardless of the individual laborers that 
accomplish it. It is a formal decomposition into 
collaborating parts.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE LABOURER



First, the decomposition of a process of production into its various successive steps coincides, here, 
strictly with the resolution of a handicraft into its successive manual operations. Whether complex or 
simple, each operation has to be done by hand, retains the character of a handicraft, and is therefore 
dependent on the strength, skill, quickness, and sureness, of the individual workman in handling his tools. 
The handicraft continues to be the basis. This narrow technical basis excludes a really scientific analysis 
of any definite process of industrial production, since it is still a condition that each detail process gone 
through by the product must be capable of being done by hand and of forming, in its way, a separate 
handicraft. It is just because handicraft skill continues, in this way, to be the foundation of the process of 
production, that each workman becomes exclusively assigned to a partial function, and that for the rest of 
his life, his labour-power is turned into the organ of this detail function.

Chapter 14, Capital Vol 1



The collective labourer, formed by the combination of a number of detail labourers, is the machinery 
specially characteristic of the manufacturing period. The various operations that are performed in turns 
by the producer of a commodity, and coalesce one with another during the progress of production, lay claim 
to him in various ways. In one operation he must exert more strength, in another more skill, in another more 
attention; and the same individual does not possess all these qualities in an equal degree. After 
Manufacture has once separated, made independent, and isolated the various operations, the labourers 
are divided, classified, and grouped according to their predominating qualities. If their natural 
endowments are, on the one hand, the foundation on which the division of labour is built up, on the 
other hand, Manufacture, once introduced, develops in them new powers that are by nature fitted only 
for limited and special functions. The collective labourer now possesses, in an equal degree of excellence, 
all the qualities requisite for production, and expends them in the most economical manner, by exclusively 
employing all his organs, consisting of particular labourers, or groups of labourers, in performing their 
special functions. The one-sidedness and the deficiencies of the detail labourer become perfections 
when he is a part of the collective labourer. The habit of doing only one thing converts him into a never 
failing instrument, while his connexion with the whole mechanism compels him to work with the regularity 
of the parts of a machine.

Chapter 14, Capital Vol 1



Since the collective labourer has functions, both simple and complex, both high and low, his members, 
the individual labour-powers, require different degrees of training, and must therefore have different 
values. Manufacture, therefore, develops a hierarchy of labour-powers, to which there corresponds a 
scale of wages. If, on the one hand, the individual labourers are appropriated and annexed for life by a 
limited function; on the other hand, the various operations of the hierarchy are parcelled out among the 
labourers according to both their natural and their acquired capabilities. Every process of production, 
however, requires certain simple manipulations, which every man is capable of doing. They too are now 
severed from their connexion with the more pregnant moments of activity, and ossified into exclusive 
functions of specially appointed labourers. Hence, Manufacture begets, in every handicraft that it seizes 
upon, a class of so-called unskilled labourers, a class which handicraft industry strictly excluded. If it 
develops a one-sided speciality into a perfection, at the expense of the whole of a man’s working 
capacity, it also begins to make a speciality of the absence of all development. Alongside of the 
hierarchic gradation there steps the simple separation of the labourers into skilled and unskilled

Chapter 14, Capital Vol 1



3) Machinic cooperation (processes as units):
The relation between parts of the collective worker is itself 
made concrete in the forms of connection internal to a 
system of machines in a factory, objectively connecting 
parts of the production process in terms of priceable parts 
of means of production. Workers are no longer part of the 
collective dimension of the total labor process and become 
“appendages”. Their activity further embodies abstract time 
as a possible common predicate, while machines acquire 
functions that would not be humanly possible in the same 
measure as these become connected in productive 
processes.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE LABOURER



A real machinery system, however, does not take the place of these independent machines, until the 
subject of labour goes through a connected series of detail processes, that are carried out by a chain of 
machines of various kinds, the one supplementing the other. Here we have again the co-operation by 
division of labour that characterises Manufacture; only now, it is a combination of detail machines. The 
special tools of the various detail workmen, such as those of the beaters, cambers, spinners, &c., in the 
woollen manufacture, are now transformed into the tools of specialised machines, each machine 
constituting a special organ, with a special function, in the system. In those branches of industry in which 
the machinery system is first introduced, Manufacture itself furnishes, in a general way, the natural basis 
for the division, and consequent organisation, of the process of production. Nevertheless an essential 
difference at once manifests itself. In Manufacture it is the workmen who, with their manual implements, 
must, either singly or in groups, carry on each particular detail process. If, on the one hand, the 
workman becomes adapted to the process, on the other, the process was previously made suitable to 
the workman. This subjective principle of the division of labour no longer exists in production by 
machinery. Here, the process as a whole is examined objectively, in itself, that is to say, without regard 
to the question of its execution by human hands, it is analysed into its constituent phases; and the 
problem, how to execute each detail process, and bind them all into a whole, is solved by the aid of 
machines, chemistry, &c.

Chapter 15, Capital Vol 1



1) xA = yB
(particular)
Cooperation
Cooperation as excess to price-parts
→ hard time finding predicates for both total and partial collaboration

2) xA = yB, zC, wD…
(formal universal)
Manufacture
Splitting of specialised labours from the standpoint of cooperation
→ you find “human”-resolutions or predicates for partial collaboration
(technical predicates)

3) yB, zC, wD… = xA
(concrete universal)
Machine system
Objectified cooperation in machine structure
→ you can name parts and the whole of collaboration, 
but these are no longer predicates for humans, but for objective machinery
(technological predicates)

THE STRUCTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE LABOURER



NOT: THE SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR

The modern machine…possesses its own laws of 
pulsation, functioning, and relaxation — laws 
that do not stand in conformity with the rhythm 
of the human organism. The world of the machine, 
the world of mechanical equipment [oborudovaniia] 
and urbanized labor [trudnogo urbanizma], 
produces specially connected collectives, begets 
certain types of people. These are people who we 
must accept, just as we accept the machine, though 
we must not smash their heads on its gears. We 
must bring some kind of equalizing coefficient 
into the machine’s iron disciplinary pressure, 
though history insistently demands we pose these 
not as petty problems of the social protection of 
the individual personality [lichnosti], but rather the 
bold engineering [proektirovaniia] of human 
psychology according to such an historical factor 
as machinism

Aleksei Gastev

Central Labour Institute 
(Tsentral'nyi Institut Truda-TsIT)
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Before founding the League of Time in 1923, 
Platon Kerzhentsev began his political career 
working in the grassroots studios of the Proletkul’t, 
where he and colleagues like Stepan Krivtsov and 
Valerian Pletnev investigated the properties of 
different group configurations. For the 
Proletkul’tists researching in these social 
laboratories, collectivism was not an abstract ideal 
but a concrete science that had its own laws and 
analytic instruments. The group engineered 
communal studios for making graphic art, 
literature, and theater, and even assembled 
information collectives to form a kind of distributive 
organic computer based on a principle they called 
vzaimoinformatsiia (reciprocal information). One 
important discovery made during these 
experiments was that the products of collective 
labor qualitatively changed depending on the size 
of the ensemble.

Time League (Liga Vremya)

NOT: THE SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR



The Proletkul’t organizational scientists experimented not 
just with the size of these collectives, but also with 
different structural topologies. Kerzhentsev designed 
flexible organizational schemes for a variety of operations, 
including education, political deliberation, and, of course, 
production. To each of these tasks corresponded a distinct 
social morphology, and each of these configurations, in 
turn, placed different demands on the abilities and 
resources of its constituent members. A favorite topic in 
Kerzhentsev’s essays on organization was the principle of 
reorganization, which he illustrated with reference to 
Trotsky’s Red Army: Established during the Russian Civil 
War, this military body was at various times also deployed 
as a labor unit (both in factories and in the countryside) 
and as an educational institution (to combat rural 
illiteracy). For Kerzhentsev, each of these emergent 
properties––war machine, force of production, instrument 
of enlightenment––could be extracted from the same 
collective depending on that group’s configuration.
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In this way, the organizational scientists of Proletkul’t 
proposed a unique solution to political philosophy’s 
seemingly insoluble conflict between necessity and 
freedom, between social constraint and individual liberty. 
For them, revolutionary society was to be realized not by 
subordinating the individual to a monolithic collective, nor 
by espousing a version of radical autonomy that, to Marx 
at least, was tantamount to sociopathy (the pseudoliberty 
of “man as an isolated monad who is withdrawn into 
himself”8). Rather, they advocated multiplying and 
diversifying what Viktor Shklovsky later called 
“unfreedoms” (nesvobody)

NOT: THE SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR
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WHEN WORKERS WENT SILENT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v3u2sU54Os


1943: BBC "Music While You Work" Radio Broadcast No.3 lofi hip hop radio - beats to relax/study to

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLhUK23coA8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qap5aO4i9A


Paul Robeson and the Sydney 
Opera House workers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg7bPgrosAE


1. Contextualization
2. The compositional point of view
3. The idea of resolution and resolution boxes
4. From labour use to labour time
5. From labourer to partial worker
6. Means of production as stand-ins for social cooperation
7. From labour sites to cooperative novelty

What are the intelligible limits of 
capitalist resolutions for the 
productive sphere?








